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COLORS
Your first impression when seeing a floor, is color. Before you can 
get up close to the texture and finish, color and tone naturally take 

the lead.

Importantly then, color is of the utmost consideration at every stage 
of Woodworks creation.

Here are a taste of our Woodworks colors, with bespoke options 
available too.
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WHITE 
A Woodworks white floor is so much 
more than simply white; crisp in tone, 
carefully considered and lovingly 
developed by hand.

These woods have cool tonal values 
and cover anything from paper white 
through to bone-like colors.

LIGHT
Woodworks’ light wood floors bring 
a clean, relaxing feeling, filling your 
space with a natural warmth that 
only wood provides. 

These simple and inviting colors 
are as on-trend as ever and are 
commonly featured in Nordic and 
mid-century modern designs, 
amongst others.
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MEDIUM 
Carefully fumed to bring out their 
best colorings and grains, our medium 
toned floors are amongst the most 
natural created.

Warm and cool aspects are both 
available in our medium woods, 
and we would recommend ordering 
a sample box of medium tones to 
experience them firsthand.

DARK
Tonally timeless, our dark floors 
have been gently fumed to achieve 
the desired deeper color. Their 
darkness adds atmosphere and 
intimacy to spaces.

Rich in appearance, these tones have 
been used in all manner of projects 
throughout the centuries.
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BLACK 
Our darkest and most striking flooring 
color. Rich and indulgent, black floors 
add an encapsulating feeling to spaces, 
bringing them closer together.

We create many of our black floors 
through the ancient Japanese technique 
of Yakisugi, which adds a distinctive 
silvered coloring to the wood.

GREY
Grey floors are a complimentary 
canvas due to their pleasant 
neutrality, making them an effective 
choice in minimalistic designs.

Our greys can embody all tonal 
options, from cool and light to 
warmer and darker styles.



CREATORS OF 
THE EXTRAORDINARY

Woodworks are designers and creators of the finest antique, reclaimed 
and new wood flooring.

A Woodworks floor is never rushed; each one is carefully made by hand in 
our English workshops and extra time and care goes into creating them.

We do all of this, because we believe in living with special woods.

hello@woodworks1988.com

United States and International: +1-866-399-1410 

United Kingdom: +44-20-7495-6706

Woodworks1988.com
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